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Tea Sommelier
Are you thinking about traveling to Japan? Discover Japan through this easy to follow guide
tailored for first-time travelers! Most available online resources contain too much information! If
you've searched for a Japan travel guide online, you may have noticed: - Most guides contain
disorganized information that may leave you with more questions than answers. - It is
impossible to find practical information like how much a trip to Japan would cost, where to stay,
and what transportation to use. 14 Days in Japan is the ultimate travel guide tailored for a
first?time traveler. It provides detailed information about visiting Tokyo, Hirayu, Takayama,
Kyoto, and Osaka during a 14?day period, including destinations and transportation options.
The book highlights the amazing Japanese cuisine and introduces the readers to the Japanese
history and culture. The stunning photos throughout the book will make you want to discover
Japan right now. This book also includes the following sections: - Destinations List: A handy list
of spots to visit in Tokyo, Hirayu, Takayama, Kyoto, and Osaka. - Good to Know List: A guide
that will get you familiar with Japanese etiquette, customs, and useful information for tourists. Tips List: A list of suggestions that can help save time and money, and make a trip to Japan
more comfortable. - Trip Budget: A summary of how much we spent on accommodations,
transportation, food, and attractions in different cities during our trip to Japan. This list can give
you an idea of how to plan your budget. - What to Eat in Japan: Food is an important part of
this book. This section summarizes the food we ate into the following categories: must try,
sweets, drinks, and worth trying. The lists also include information about where to try many of
the items. - What to Buy in Japan: Japan offers many unique items. This list provides
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information about some of them.
How do we face the death of a beloved parent? We turn to our friends and family to cope but
often they aren't up to the difficult task of coping and caring for a demanding patient. Paying for
medical care can be a nightmare as treatment is withheld unless funds are forthcoming.
A Tea Reader contains a selection of stories that cover the spectrum of life. This anthology
shares the ways that tea has changed lives through personal, intimate stories. Read of deep
family moments, conquered heartbreak, and peace found in the face of loss. A Tea Reader
includes stories from all types of tea people: people brought up in the tea tradition, those newly
discovering it, classic writings from long-ago tea lovers and those making tea a career.
Together these tales create a new image of a tea drinker. They show that tea is not simply
something you drink, but it also provides quiet moments for making important decisions, a
catalyst for conversation, and the energy we sometimes need to operate in our lives. The
stories found in A Tea Reader cover the spectrum of life, such as the development of new
friendships, beginning new careers, taking dream journeys, and essentially sharing the deep
moments of life with friends and families. Whether you are a tea lover or not, here you will
discover stories that speak to you and inspire you. Sit down, grab a cup, and read on.
Bestselling author Michael Konik (The Man With the $100,000 Breasts; Ella in Europe; The
Smart Money) abstained from using, or even trying marijuana until he was nearly 40. Then he
went to Amsterdam. No longer able to dismiss pot as an herbal evil, he began to celebrate its
salutary effects. Seven years later, Konik has penned a provocative and intelligent examination
of America's most politically potent plant. Reefer Gladness: Stories, Essays, and Riffs on
Marijuana explores this emotionally-charged subject through an innovative lens. It's an
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entertaining, elegant, and consistently heady study of a simple weed with the power to
transform American society. Konik's pungent prose provides a literary contact high. His vivid
characters, the regular (and irregular) people from every stratum of society who make
marijuana a part of their lives, blaze off the page. Reefer Gladness is nonfiction and fiction,
humorous and serious, a fascinating hybrid of reality and imagination. It's a great
read--whether or not you enjoy marijuana.
Like fine wine, good tea is a gastronomic delicacy that possesses a deliciously wide range of
aromas and flavors. And, just like an excellent wine guide, this richly illustrated volume initiates
drinkers into the art of tasting, making, and serving. A careful examination of 50 grand cru
teas—including some of the best-known varieties available—will give drinkers a new appreciation
of what goes into a cup. A selection of exclusive recipes, along with advice on pairing tea and
food, completes this gorgeous book—a must-have for anyone who savors this ancient
beverage.
"Tea, in all its varieties, offers just as much subtlety and complexity as fine wine, and in many
countries around the globe, the tea service is one of the highest expressions of culture. Tea
Sommelier will provide the knowledge and practical tips you need to feel at home in the world
of tea, in 160 easy lessons. Topics include the varieties of tea and where they are grown, how
to select and prepare tea, how to taste and serve it, how to pair tea with food, and how to cook
with tea. Stylish illustrations on every page add extra enjoyment to the process of becoming a
true tea sommelier."--Provided by publisher.
Follow one of the greatest tea experts on his travels in search of the best tea varieties around
the world In this coffee table book, François-Xavier Delmas, founder of Palais de Thés and one
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of the world's greatest experts in the tea universe, travels to the ends of the Earth to various
tea territories across the globe. From India to China, from Nepal to Japan, through Taiwan and
Sri Lanka, Malawi and Kenya, he travels in search of the rarest and, above all, the best
varieties for the pleasure of both neophytes and experienced connoisseurs. Divided into six
chapters, In Search of Tea features superb photography with accompanying text explaining tea
cultivation methods, tasting techniques, and uses. Along the way, Delmas encounters the men
and women who make these wonderful teas and highlights their various customs and
traditions. Filled with Delmas's in-depth knowledge of producer countries and his favorite teas,
In Search of Tea offers wonderful insight to world cultures for tea drinkers and travel lovers.
This is my story about a woman who thought she had found love but instead would be led
down the darkest path to pain, despair, and unspeakable violence. Experience the mind games
I endured that taught me that sometimes you have to accept the side of death that comes with
the life you've so meticulously ordered. This is my mind-blowing journey from violence to
victory. From lost to liberated. From debased to in demand. Little did I know that, in order to
find my life's purpose, all I needed was to brew in some hot water until reaching full flavor.
Embark upon this journey with me as I spill all the tea. See you on the inside.

Types of tea: Do you want to be healthier? A book for tea enthusiast,
connoisseur, dietitian, nutritionist or anyone who wants to live a healthier lifestyle.
Types of tea explores health benefits of various teas, origins and flavours.
Reading this book will provide an understanding of teas that are suitable for
health and wellbeing or appropriate tea to order when you're dining out. Learn
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more about the health benefits of various tea; tea suitable for morning, afternoon
or after a heavy meal, summer, spring, autumn or winter. Nutritionist will also find
this book very useful as many teas discussed in this book can be part of a
planned diet. Cooling teas are good for summer heat, clearing excess dampness,
and aiding digestion of heavy foods whereas warming teas like jasmine are ideal
for cold naturedness, cold weather, weak digestion or bloating. Learn about teas
that are superfood or natural leaf sweeteners like stevia etc. Whether you just
want to be healthier by learning about the best tea for weight loss or laxative tea
or kava tea or passion flower tea or become a tea sommelier, this book is your
perfect read!
Types of teaDo you want to be healthier? A book for tea enthusiast, connoisseur,
dietitian, nutritionist or anyone who wants to live a healthier lifestyle. Types of tea
explores health benefits of various teas, origins and flavours. Reading this book
will provide an understanding of teas that are suitable for health and wellbeing or
appropriate tea to order when you're dining out. Learn more about the health
benefits of various tea; tea suitable for morning, afternoon or after a heavy meal,
summer, spring, autumn or winter. Nutritionist will also find this book very useful
as many teas discussed in this book can be part of a planned diet. Cooling teas
are good for summer heat, clearing excess dampness, and aiding digestion of
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heavy foods whereas warming teas like jasmine are ideal for cold naturedness,
cold weather, weak digestion or bloating. Learn about teas that are superfood or
natural leaf sweeteners like stevia etc. Whether you just want to be healthier by
learning about the best tea for weight loss or laxative tea or kava tea or passion
flower tea or become a tea sommelier, this book is your perfect read!Please note,
this is the coloured version of this book. If you prefer the black and white version
please check other books by author.
At the dawn of the 21st century, the elBulli team made several trips to Japan,
striking up a cultural conversation between Japan and Europe. Focused on the
most sensitive and delicate cuisine in the world, this conversation would
gradually become richer over the years. Dos palillos is the result and this is its
book. Shall we begin?
By trading places with her twin, Audrey Powell has the opportunity she's always
wanted, running her late mother's teahouse. When she fails to create food that
delights the palate, she hires Liam James—a sexy-as-sin Brit with a flair for
cooking. He tries to seduce her with titillating dishes and his charm, but she's
vowed to steer clear of romance. Working undercover, Liam's mission is to keep
an eye on the teahouse. He poses as a chef to catch the traitor who is leaking
UK security secrets. The last thing he wants to do is fall for a suspect, but when
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sparks fly, the romance starts to feel all too real.
It's a beverage, a commodity, a ceremony, a meal, a spiritual encounter, a
connector of people, a drink of peace, a pick-me-up, a comforter, and a way of
life for many. As tea continues to rise in popularity, this comprehensive guide
explores the celebrated beverage through the eyes of a certified tea specialist.
From its sometimes murky origins to today's wide range of tea ceremonies, Lisa
Boalt Richardson delves into the world of tea to create a fresh and accessible
package for tea rookies and gurus alike. With tips for shopping, storing, steeping,
and tasting, plus advice for using tea in pairings, cooking, cocktails, and home
health remedies, this fascinating read is everyone's cup of tea.
This book presents 2 Dec 2019 FN UGC NTA NET Paper 1 Question Paper with
answers in a user friendly slide presentation mode.
Providing a sensible, objective, consumer's guide to travel, these easy-to-use
travel handbooks provide useful evaluations of local hotels, attractions, and
restaurants in all price ranges, honest advice on local attractions that are worth
the time and money, detailed maps, tips on special events and festivals, and
extensive information on local shopping, sports, nightlife, and other activities.
Written by locals, Fodor's travel guides have been offering expert advice for all
tastes and budgets for more than 80 years. Fodor's correspondents highlight the
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best of Toronto, including superb museums and art galleries, outstanding global
cuisine, and the edgy spirit of Queen West. Our local experts vet every
recommendation to ensure you make the most of your time, whether it’s your
first trip or your fifth. This travel guide includes: · Dozens of full-color maps ·
Hundreds of hotel and restaurant recommendations, with Fodor's Choice
designating our top picks · Multiple itineraries to explore the top attractions and
what’s off the beaten path · Major sights such as the CN Tower, Historic
Distillery District and St. Lawrence Market · Side Trips from Toronto including
Niagara Falls, Stratford, Southern Georgian Bay, The Muskokas and Niagara
Wine Region · Covers: Harbourfront and the Islands, Old Town and Distillery
District and Dundas Square Area
Tea SommelierA Step-By-Step GuideAbbeville Press
Begin your journey in the world of tea.Welcome to the very first edition of the
Course in Tea Sommelier handbook. This book is intended to be the primary
resource for students who are participating in the fully Certified Tea Sommelier
Course, but has been written with all people in mind. This book will aid and enrich
the studies of those interested in tea.This book was written with our love and
dedication to tea, to share our knowledge with the world. It is our hope to inspire
that same level of dedication in our students, creating tea sommeliers who are
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passionate about the service of tea.Visit our website at
www.australianteamasters.com.au.
Every year, millions of people throw away countless items because they don't
know how to fix them. Some products are manufactured in a way that makes it
hard, if not impossible, for people to repair them themselves. This throwaway
lifestyle depletes Earth's resources and adds to overflowing landfills. Now there's
a better way. Repair Revolution chronicles the rise of Repair Cafes, Fixit Clinics,
and other volunteer-run organizations devoted to helping consumers repair their
beloved but broken items for free. Repair Revolution explores the philosophy and
wisdom of repairing, as well as the Right to Repair movement. It provides
inspiration and instructions for starting, staffing, and sustaining your own repair
events. "Fixperts" share their favorite online repair resources, as well as tips and
step-by-step instructions for how to make your own repairs. Ultimately, Repair
Revolution is about more than fixing material objects: in an age of overconsumption and planned obsolescence, do-it-yourself repair is a way of caring
for our lives, our communities, and our planet.
A tea journal is a must for anyone who loves tea, whether they are a pro or an
amateur. From sippers to sommeliers, tea professionals know that it's all about
the Golden Rule of Tea: Taste, Taste, Taste. The Tea Sommelier Journal is a
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comprehensive organizational tool for organizing and recording your sensory
evaluations of tea. This forward-thinking journal provides guidelines for tasting
various types of tea, steeping times and evaluations for any type of tea or herbal
infusions. A tea tasting journal is a basic foundation of learning and recalling your
perceptions and values of the teas tasted.
The ultimate guide to Manhattan's food scene provides the inside scoop on the
best places to find, enjoy, and celebrate local culinary offerings. Written for
residents and visitors alike to find producers and purveyors of tasty local
specialties, as well as a rich array of other, indispensable food-related
information including: food festivals and culinary events; specialty food shops;
farmers’ markets and farm stands; trendy restaurants and time-tested iconic
landmarks; and recipes using local ingredients and traditions.
In 'The Art of Taking Tea' the author praises the style and spirit of tea by
combining delicious recipes, evocative musings and exquisite photos. There is
even an insider's view of how tea is enjoyed in New York, Boston, Paris and
beyond.
An accessible reference to where to find top-recommended international venues
for adventure and learning shares informative facts, industry secrets and expert
travel advice for everything from scenic hot-air balloon rides and shark diving to
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cooking classes and truffle-hunting. Original.
5 Foods Under $5 in New York * 7 Brilliant Cocktails * 3 Products Reviewed * 9
Reviews from 6 cities - Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore, Pune, Dubai and New York *
12 Delicious Recipes * Bodo Food Explained * The MOST Beautiful Dessert
Ever! * The Truth about Maggi Noodles
Une approche pédagogique et décomplexée pour tout savoir sur le thé... Les
techniques de dégustation du thé, les bons accords thés et mets, le théier et sa culture,
les meilleurs thés du monde, les usages du thé en cuisine... Chaque page a été conçue
comme une petite leçon autonome, traitant d'une thématique unique. Notre promesse ?
Quel que soit le temps dont vous disposez - deux minutes ou une heure - en ouvrant ce
livre, vous apprendrez toujours quelque chose sur le thé. Pour vous donner envie
d'aller plus loin, d'approfondir vos connaissances et - qui sait ? - faire naître chez vous
la vocation de tea sommelier !
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????500?????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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???????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????Tea
Parker????????????????????????????????????????? ???? | ??? ???????????????????
??????EMBA???????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ????????????Tea
Parker?????????????????????????????????????????
Tea Education: Tea Sommelier Journal is the companion to Foundations of Tea and is
available to libraries, culinary and other academic institutions. A tea journal is a must for
anyone who loves tea, whether they are a pro or an amateur. From sippers to
sommeliers, tea professionals know that it's all about the Golden Rule of Tea: Taste,
Taste, Taste.
During the late 1980's, the city of New Orleans became plagued by a drug epidemic
that took hold of nearly every major city in the United States, crack cocaine. The ninth
ward section of New Orleans was by no means spared. The drug affected both young
and old, and propelled the city to the infamous title of 'murder capitol of the world'.
House of Killers delves into a world where the laws no longer apply to its citizens. It tells
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the story of Ben Holland and how he rose to the top of the city's drug trade. A fictional
story, House of Killers peels back the curtains and gives you an inside look into the
world of an urban drug organization in the city of New Orleans. Ben and his friends
embark on a voyage of torture, murder and mayhem that began in 1989 and they ruled
supreme for ten years. Follow Ben and his friends as they wreak havoc on the streets
of New Orleans by killing their competition, paying off cops, and using every dirty trick
they can conjour up to accomplish their goal: To retire from the drug game young and
rich. Blinded by a lust for money, power, and respect they soon become embedded in
events beyond their control that threaten all that they have worked for. House of Killers
is the first novel written by Tony Dewayne Johnson, and it is the first in a trilogy that
curtails the violent, turbulent life of Ben Holland, the people that shaped his life and the
revealation of a shocking secret that will send Ben Holland on a mission that will
change his life forever, or get him killed in the process! Stay tuned.
Exquisite Weddings is a publication that understands a wedding should be as
unforgettably unique as the couple getting married. Our goal is to inspire brides, and
within the pages of our magazine, we bring together a powerful ensemble of luxury
experience, engaging the dreamer and the romantic.
Matcha or chai? Bubble tea or Earl Grey? Whatever your tea of choice, this beautiful
book shows you everything you need to know to bring the fragrance and allure of the
tea shop into your home. Discover the best ways to choose, prepare, and taste the
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many different varieties of tea, with over one hundred international tea recipes,
including iced tea, kombucha, and herbal tisanes such as yerba mate. Learn about the
history of tea and tea customs around the world, from afternoon tea to the Japanese
tea ceremony. The Tea Book features tasting notes to help you identify key
characteristics, so that you can tell your green tea from your pu'er. While information on
growing and harvest seasons and maps of the most important tea-producing regions,
show you the journey of tea from plantation to teapot. This fully illustrated, hands-on
guide is the perfect gift for tea lovers, or a treat for any tea aficionado.
Originally published in French under title: Guide de dâegustation de l'amateur de thâe.
Vanves: âEditions du Chãene, 2016.
J Stephen Sadler’s Quest For The Best explores how chance encounters can change
your life if you are paying attention. He also shares how he overcame numerous
challenges while building a brand based on the smallest detail to champion his unique
family jewel – a simple crumb cake. This book takes you on a magical journey to see
how he went from scratch to triumph one cake at a time. Foodies and non-foodies alike,
will celebrate as they share in the adventure of one families artisan recipe that took on
a life far beyond its humble roots.
Get inspired and plan your next trip with Fodor’s ebook travel guide to Essential France
(including Paris, Ile-de-France, the Loire Valley, Normandy, Lyon and the Alps, and
Provence and the French Riviera, with highlights in between). Intelligent Planning:
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Discover all of the essential, up-to-date travel insights you expect in a Fodor’s guide,
including Fodor’s Choice dining and lodging, top experiences and attractions, and
detailed planning advice. Easy Navigation for E-Readers: Whether you’re reading this
ebook from start to finish or jumping from chapter to chapter as you develop your
itinerary, Fodor’s makes it easy to find the information you need with a single touch. In
addition to a traditional main table of contents for the ebook, each chapter opens with
its own table of contents, making it easy to browse. Full-Color Photos and Maps: It’s
hard not to fall in love with France as you flip through a vivid full-color photo album.
Explore the layout of city centers and popular neighborhoods with easy-to-read fullcolor maps. Plus get an overview of French geography with the convenient atlas at the
end of the ebook. What’s Covered? Get to Know Essential France: The Ile-de-France
region is the nation’s heartland. Here Louis XIV built vainglorious Versailles, Chartres
brings the faithful to their knees, and Monet’s Giverny enchants all. To the south, the
Loire Valley offers Chenonceau, Chambord, and Saumur--the parade of royal and nearroyal chateaus that magnificently capture France’s golden age of monarchy. Northwest
Normandy is sculpted with cliff-lined coasts and has been home to saints and sculptors,
with a dramatic past marked by Mont-St-Michel’s majestic abbey, Rouen’s towering
cathedral, and the D-Day beaches. Local chefs rival their Parisian counterparts in
treasure-filled Lyon, heart of a diverse region where you can ski Mont Blanc or take a
heady trip along the Beaujolais Wine Road. Don’t miss Provence, famed for its
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Lavender Route, the honey-gold hill towns of Luberon, and vibrant cities like Aiz and
Marseilles. This region was dazzlingly abstracted into geometric daubs of paint by van
Gogh and Cézanne. The sprawl of pebble beaches and zillion-dollar houses of the
French Riviera has always captivated sun lovers and socialites from amorous StTropez and beauteous Antibes to sophisticated Nice. No trip to France would be
complete without a stop in Paris. A quayside vista that takes in the Seine, a passing
boat, Notre-Dame, the Eiffel tower, and mansard roofs all in one generous sweep is
enough to convince you that this is indeed the most beautiful city on Earth. Note: This
ebook edition includes photographs and maps that will appear on black-and-white
devices but are optimized for devices that support full-color images.
'Tea and Tourism' outlines the social, political and developmental contexts of using tea
culture for tourism. Case studies of tea tourism destinations and products from around
the world are included, from example from the United Kingdom, Sri Lanka, India, China,
Taiwan, Kenya and Canada.
Dunstan's dashing good looks, thriving business and exotic lifestyle made him one of
the world's most sought after bachelors; but none of this seemed to quell Dunstan's
desire for Destiny. As their courtship evolves their romance is woven from a tapestry of
classical beauty and romantic places in the orange light of the Tuscan sun. To Destiny,
her life once lled with endless days of meetings and long nights alone is now full of life
and love in a whirlwind romance. In the midst of their developing relationship however,
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tragedy rips them apart and she discovers a thread in time which links their existence to
an unbelievable possibility. This possibility threatens their very existence, but Dunstan,
fueled by his love, will stop at nothing until he reclaims what he has lost. A fantasy
romance novel, "Gray Skies" demonstrates how true love can even overcome obstacles
set by the universe."
125 mouthwatering recipes featuring CBD, hemp, and THC from organic farmers,
award-winning chefs, artisans, and food producers across the country. More than a
cookbook, The Art of Cooking with Cannabis is a valuable resource for new inspiration
and excitement surrounding cannabis, food, and responsible consumption. Tracey
Medeiros introduces the reader to dozens of organic farmers, award-winning chefs,
artisans, and food producers who are leading the green revolution by doing their part to
demystify cannabis and its culinary use. Individual profiles contain stories from the
book’s contributors who come from rural and suburban communities and bustling cities
across this nation. These folks have generously shared their personal struggles and
successes which have led them to understand the many health and wellness benefits of
the cannabis plant and its important role in society. From chemistry to culinary, the
book contains 125 mouthwatering recipes, such as: Chicken Kale Meatballs with Cherry
Tomato and Pesto Sauces from Chef Jordan Wagman Avocado Mash with Nori and
Cucumber from Chef Michael Magliano CBD-Infused Vegan Gluten-Free Miso Broth
from Jessica Catalano THC- and CBD-Infused Smoked Cheddar with Green Chili StonePage 17/20
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Ground Grits from Chef Kevin Grossi Sh’mac and Cheese from Carly Fisher Vegan NoBake Cashew Cheese Cake from Chef Maria Hines Simple and beautifully presented
spirit-free and spirit cocktails such as “The 700 Club” and “Rebellious” are also
featured in the cookbook from contributors including Entente Chicago and Prank Bar.
Recipes are divided into three categories—CBD, Hemp, and THC—each adapted to meet
the reader’s cooking and tolerance levels. Insightful sidebars offer informative tips and
“how-to” guidance, helping the cook to use cannabis with ease and confidence.
In the glamorous world of high stakes beauty and fashion, Scarlett Sandoval is a top
intellectual property attorney in such demand that her firm sends private jets to shuttle
her between Los Angeles, New York, London, and Madrid. In the midst of a critical
trademark deal between a top fashion designer and an international cosmetic company,
Scarlett is shocked to learn that in order to achieve her coveted partnership, one
devious partner expects more than she is willing to surrender. Soon she is marked for
murder. Her denial not only threatens to derail her hard-won career, but it also
endangers her life and the lives of those close to her. Johnny, a handsome Beverly Hills
restaurant owner she's known all her life, offers his protection, but one fateful evening,
their platonic friendship ignites. When Scarlett's world erupts and she discovers there is
no way back to the life she once had, her other single friends help her through the
turmoil. Can Scarlett mend her life, or has she made an irrevocable mistake in
business, and in love? Beauty Mark is the second book in the Love, California series
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(formerly the Hostile Beauty series), but can also be read as a stand-alone novel.
Follow a group of smart, stylish, entrepreneurial friends as they navigate the
turbulences of modern life in the business of beauty. Set in Beverly Hills with action
flung across the globe, this engaging series features gutsy, determined best friends,
and how they manage to live the lives of their dreams. AUTHOR INTERVIEW Q –
What's interesting about this contemporary women's fiction/romance series? A – The
Love, California series is a blend of women's contemporary fiction with strong female
leads, close girlfriend friendships, and romantic relationships. The single women in this
series are stylish, creative, and smart, but like any of us, they sometimes make
mistakes. I really enjoy helping them overcome their challenges. Q – Why should
readers choose the Love, California series? A – Because they're fun, vicarious stories
ripped from the glamorous world of beauty, yet infused with deep friendships and
romantic relationships. My award-winning books have reached the top ten bestseller list
in prestigious Rizzoli Bookstore, and as high as #14 on the Amazon Top 100 List for
paid books. And I'm thrilled that my historical romance, Scent of Triumph, is published
by St. Martin's Press, a leading New York publisher. Q – And what kind of books do you
like to read? A – I read widely across genres. I love Barbara Taylor Bradford family
sagas series, Lauren Willig historical fiction books, Melissa Foster romance novel
series, Elizabeth Adler epic sagas, Anita Hughes contemporary fiction novels, Danielle
Steel romance best sellers and strong female leads, Michelle Gable Paris novels, and
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Candace Bushnell contemporary fiction bestsellers. These are the ones I love to
snuggle with by the fireplace. Thank you for reading! And please visit me online at
JanMoran.com eBook Categories - Contemporary Fiction Novel Series - Contemporary
Fiction Bestsellers - Family Saga Series - Romance Novel Series - Romance
Bestsellers - Romantic Suspense Novels - Strong Female Leads - Women's Fiction
Best Sellers - Friendship
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